ABSTRACT. We develop a new method to prove local T b theorems via the nonhomogeneous good lambda method and boundedness in big pieces. We also significantly improve known results. Here we work in the setting of vertical square functions V in R n equipped with a non-homogeneous Borel measure µ. We only need that for every doubling cube Q ⊂ R n with small boundary there exists a non-degenerate complex measure ν Q supported on Q so that a weak (1, ǫ), ǫ > 0, testing holds, and some quantitative absolute continuity holds in a big piece. For example, (L 1+ǫ1 , L ǫ2,∞ ) testing with any ǫ 1 , ǫ 2 > 0 suffices.
INTRODUCTION
We provide a new strategy to prove local T b theorems. We also significantly improve known results. In this paper we work in the context of square functions. Our strategy (not restricted to the square function setting) is to prove that given a cube Q and an appropriate test function b Q (or more generally an appropriate complex measure ν Q ) on the cube we can conclude that our square function operator V is L 2 bounded on a big piece (in µ-measure) G Q ⊂ Q. If this happens in every doubling cube Q with small boundary, a modification of the good lambda theorem by Tolsa, Theorem 2.22 in [19] , implies that V is bounded in L 2 (µ). We are therefore reduced to working inside a fixed cube Q and proving the aforementioned boundedness in some big piece G Q . Essentially, the way we do this is to perform a change of measure to σ := |b Q | dµ and apply a deep version of the global T b theorem (the big pieces one by Nazarov-Treil-Volberg) with the measure σ and the L space R n . We always assume that for some fixed exponents m, α > 0, the kernels s t : R n × R n → C, t > 0, satisfy the size condition (1.1) |s t (x, y)| t α (t + |x − y|) m+α , the y-Hölder condition (1.2) |s t (x, y) − s t (x, z)| |y − z| α (t + |x − y|) m+α whenever |y − z| < t/2, and the x-Hölder condition (1.3) |s t (x, y) − s t (z, y)| |x − z| α (t + |x − y|) m+α whenever |x − z| < t/2.
Let M(R n ) denote the vector-space of all complex Borel measures in R n . The variation measure of ν ∈ M(R n ) is denoted |ν| and the total variation is ν = |ν|(R n ). For a given complex measure ν we define θ t ν(x) =ˆs t (x, y) dν(y), x ∈ R n .
Our object of study, the vertical square function V , is defined by
Given a cube Q ⊂ R Define also V µ,Q f = V Q (f dµ). The above definitions make sense also when µ is finite.
To state the main theorem we still need the concept of doubling cubes and cubes with small boundary. A cube Q ⊂ R n is called (α, β)-doubling for a given measure µ if µ(αQ) ≤ βµ(Q). Given t > 0 we say that a cube Q ⊂ R n has t-small boundary with respect to the measure µ if µ({x ∈ 2Q : dist(x, ∂Q) ≤ λℓ(Q)}) ≤ tλµ(2Q) for every λ > 0.
The following is our main result.
1.4. Theorem. Let µ be a measure of order m in R n and B 1 , B 2 < ∞, ǫ 0 ∈ (0, 1) be given constants. Let β > 0 and C 1 be large enough (depending only on n). Suppose that for every (2, β)-doubling cube Q ⊂ R n with C 1 -small boundary there exists a complex measure ν Q so that (1) 
Suppose there exist s > 0 and for all Q as above a Borel set
boundedly. In this case, given ν Q like above one has to have
This makes the assumptions necessary.
The previously known local T b theorems for square functions are easily seen to be included in this theorem. For example, a local T b theorem with (L q , L s,∞ ), q > 1, s > 0, testing follows from the above theorem (and this is already more general than anything previously known). To see this, just set ν Q = b Q dµ for some b Q supported in Q satisfying that µ(Q) =´Q b Q dµ and´Q |b Q | q dµ µ(Q). The assumption q > 1 is only used to conclude (4) using Hölder's inequality. But one can have q = 1 if one has (4) by some other virtue. We also allow to work with measures, allow a small exceptional set U Q , and require the existence of ν Q only in very regular cubes Q.
In the previously known best results one needed an L q norm also on the operator side (if b Q ∈ L q , q > 1, like in the above discussion). Indeed, Hofmann [7] proved the L 2 boundedness of the square function under local L q testing conditions in the case that µ is the Lebesgue measure. In [13] the two first named authors extended this result to non-homogeneous measures with a completely different type of proof than the one we use in this paper. There it was necessary to work intrinsically in L q , while in this paper no such delicate L q estimates are needed. In turn, [13] was an extension of [11] , where Lacey and the first named author studied non-homogeneous square functions using L 2 test functions (this was the first such result in the non-homogeneous regime).
An important point is that we require these testing conditions only in doubling cubes Q with small boundary. We are not aware how to modify the strategies in [10] , [11] and [13] to yield this generality. We think that verifying these estimates is much easier now, especially due to the doubling assumption.
Let us now talk about the context and the history previous to the above developments. One can consider T b theorems at least for square functions and Calderón-Zygmund operators. These theorems can be global or local. In the local case, they can be with the easier L ∞ /BMO/tent space type testing assumptions, or with the more general L q , q < ∞, type assumptions. In the latter case the range of the exponents (in the Calderón-Zygmund world more than one set of testing functions appear) one can use is a significant problem. Lastly, non-homogeneous theory is considerably more difficult than the doubling theory, especially in conjunction with rough test functions.
The point of local T b theorems (the first is by M. Christ [5] ) compared to (global) T b theorems is as follows. The accretivity of a test function b Q is only assumed on its supporting cube Q, i.e., |´Q b Q dµ| µ(Q). The other assumptions are originally scale invariant:
The aim has been to allow these more general L q testing conditions. The first such result for model operators in the Lebesgue case is [1] .
The story in the Calderón-Zygmund case is rather complicated. The state of the art in the Lebesgue situation is the Hytönen-Nazarov paper [9] . It allows L p testing conditions, but some of the cases require a buffer assumption (the necessity of which is unclear). Previous results related to using general exponents include Hofmann's result [8] , Auscher-Yang [4] and Auscher-Routin [3] . The latest in the non-homogeneous case is by Lacey and the first named author [10] . It is a non-homogeneous local T b theorem with L 2 test functions. It is an open problem to cover general exponents like in [9] also with general measures.
The history in the square function setting goes as follows. The (Lebesgue) case q = 2 is implicit in the Kato square root papers, e.g. [2] , and explicitly stated and proved e.g. in [6] . The case q > 2 is weaker than this. The hardest case q ∈ (1, 2) is due to Hofmann [7] in the Lebesgue case and by the current authors in the non-homogeneous setting [13] as already mentioned (but as highlighted these results require L q testing also on the operator side). Previously, one of the key difficulties in proving non-homogeneous results was that it was difficult to prove the boundedness of certain b Q -adapted (or twisted) martingale transforms (see [10] ). We do not need any such transformations in our new strategy.
We still mention that the study of the boundedness of non-homogeneous square functions was initiated by the first two named authors in [12] . This was a global T b. The key technique was the usage of good (in a probabilistic sense) Whitney regions. A scale invariant local T b is by the first two named authors together with T. Orponen [14] . In that paper the end point theory, L p theory, and various counter-examples (e.g. the failure of the change of aperture with general measures and the difference between conical and vertical square functions) are studied.
In Section 2 we prove our main result. In Section 3 we prove a "big pieces" global T b theorem for square functions, which we need to apply in Section 2. The first version of such a result for antisymmetric Calderón-Zygmund operators appear in the work by Nazarov-Treil-Volberg [18] in connection with the Vitushkin conjecture. The result can also be found in the book by Tolsa [19] (Theorem 5.1).
Here we take care of the square function case with an efficient use of our good Whitney technique.
Finally, we compare our method to that of Hytönen-Nazarov [9] . They do not use this "big pieces" global T b (which involves suppression arguments) or the localisation provided by the good lambda method. Rather, they use the general idea of suppression. First, a rough test function is written as a sum of the good and bad part using the Calderón-Zygmund decomposition. The good part is a non-degenerate L ∞ function which they want to use as a test function in some "baby" T b theorem (essentially a local T b theorem with (L ∞ , L p ) testing conditions). To transfer the testing conditions to this bounded function they have to perform stopping times in a delicate order, and suppress their operator appropriately in the bad set. The proof of the baby T b theorem also requires to work intrinsically in L p for p = 2. As such their proof is very different from our strategy outlined in the beginning of the introduction. Moreover, it does not appear to be clear how to extend their method to non-homogeneous measures.
Notation. We write A B, if there is a constant C > 0 so that A ≤ CB. We may also write A ∼ B if B A B.
We then set some dyadic notation. For cubes Q and R we denote
• ℓ(Q) is the side-length of Q;
• d(Q, R) denotes the distance between the cubes Q and R;
is the Whitney region associated with Q;
• ch(Q) denotes the dyadic children of Q;
• µ⌊Q denotes the measure µ restricted to Q;
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Announcement of upcoming results.
In an upcoming work [15] , joint with X. Tolsa, it is shown that the methods in the current paper can be used, in conjunction with new arguments, to prove interesting results for Calderón-Zugmund operators. Currently, our methods work at least for antisymmetric CZ-operators T µ . Using testing conditions involving T µ, * , the maximal truncations of T µ , we can recover the full analogues of the results of the current paper for CZ-operators. Regarding testing conditions involving only T µ we show that we can drop the buffer assumption from Hytönen-Nazarov [9] also for some exponents strictly below 2.
In conclusion, in the antisymmetric case we generalise, with a new proof, [9] to the non-homogeneous setting and enhance both of their results concerning testing with T µ, * and T µ . This also reproves [10] in the antisymmetric case.
THE PROOF OF THE LOCAL T b THEOREM
We record the following easy lemma.
Lemma. Let a cube Q ⊂ R
n be given and
Proof. This follows from the pointwise estimatê
we consider the following random dyadic grid. For small notational convenience assume that c Q = 0 (that is, Q is centred at the origin). Let N ∈ Z be defined by the requirement 2
The set Ω is equipped with the normalised Lebesgue measure P N = P. We define the grid D(w) := D(Q * (w)). Notice that Q ⊂ αQ * (w) for some α < 1, and ℓ(Q) ∼ ℓ(Q * (w)).
Next, we prove the main Proposition.
2.3. Proposition. Let µ be a measure of order m and B 1 , B 2 < ∞, ǫ 0 ∈ (0, 1) be given constants. Let Q ⊂ R n be a fixed cube. Assume that there exists a complex measure
.
Suppose there exist s > 0 and a Borel set
Proof. We can assume that spt µ ⊂ Q. Indeed, if we have proved the theorem for such measures, we can then apply it to µ⌊Q. Let us denote σ = |ν|, where |ν| is the variation measure of ν. Also, let us write the polar decomposition of the complex measure ν as ν = b dσ, where b is a function so that |b(x)| = 1 always. The idea is to apply the big pieces global T b theorem from Section 3 (Theorem 3.1). It will be applied to the measure σ and the bounded function b. Using stopping times we need to construct some exceptional sets so that the assumptions of that theorem are verified. Moreover, we need to be able to come back to the µ measure -this requires encompassing additional stopping times to the construction.
We fix w, and write D(w) = D. We also write D 0 = D(0). Let A = A w consist of the maximal dyadic cubes R ∈ D for which ˆR b dσ < ησ(R),
Notice that
Then estimatê
Since ηB 1 = 1/2 we conclude that
and so
. From here we can read that
Next, let F consist of the maximal dyadic cubes R ∈ D 0 for which 1 . Let F 1 be the collection of maximal cubes R ∈ D 0 satisfying the first condition, and define F 2 analogously. Note that
so that we have by assumption (4) that
Finally, we record that
We may conclude that the set
σ(Q). We now record the important property of the exceptional set H 1 . Let x ∈ Q\H 1 . For any R ∈ D 0 satisfying that x ∈ R we have that
From this we can conclude (using a dyadic variant of Lemma 2.13 of [16] ) that for all Borel sets A ⊂ R n there holds that
In particular, we have that σ⌊(Q \ H 1 ) ≪ µ⌊(Q \ H 1 ). Using Radon-Nikodym theorem we let ϕ ≥ 0 be a function so that
for all Borel sets A ⊂ Q \ H 1 . We obviously have that ϕ ∼ 1 for µ-a.e. x ∈ Q \ H 1 . We need another exceptional set H 2 . To this end, let
We fix p 0 1 so large that µ(
and then set
It is clear that every ball B r with σ(B r ) > p 0 r m satisfies B r ⊂ H 2 . Notice that if y ∈ H 2 , then there is x ∈ {p > p 0 } so that y ∈ B(x, r(x)), and so σ (B(y, 2r(x) 
. We conclude that H 2 ⊂ E p 0 /2 m , and so
The properties of H are as follows:
(1) We have σ(H) ≤ η 2 σ(Q), and so σ(
We have a function ϕ so that σ(A) =ˆA ϕ dµ for all Borel sets A ⊂ Q \ H, and ϕ ∼ 1 for µ-a.e. x ∈ Q \ H. We also have for every λ > 0 that
Appealing to Theorem 3.1 with the measure σ and the L ∞ function b we find
for every f ∈ L 2 (σ). Suppose now that g ∈ L 2 (µ) and spt g ⊂ G Q . We apply Equation (2.4) with f = g/ϕ (since G Q ⊂ Q \ H we have ϕ ∼ 1 µ-a.e. on the support of g). Notice that
so that
. Applying Lemma 2.1 we conclude that
for every f ∈ L 2 (µ) satisfying that spt f ⊂ G Q . Moreover, we have that
We are done.
Let us now record the non-homogenous good lambda method of Tolsa. This is essentially Theorem 2.22 in [19] (it is written for Calderón-Zygmund operators but the proof extends easily to square functions). However, we also add the requirement that our cubes should have small boundary, which requires some modifications in the argument. The details are rather straightforward but are given in [15] .
Theorem. Let µ be a measure of order m in R
n . Let β > 0 and C 1 > 0 be big enough numbers, depending only on the dimension n, and assume θ ∈ (0, 1). Suppose for each (2, β)-doubling cube Q with C 1 -small boundary there exists a subset
is bounded with a uniform constant independent of Q. Then V µ is bounded in L p (µ) for all 1 < p < ∞ with a constant depending on p and on the preceding constants.
Remark. In Theorem 2.5 the assumption
. Indeed, the latter assumption implies the former one by standard results (see Theorem 2.16 in [19] ).
We are ready to prove our main theorem.
Proof of Theorem 1.4. Proposition 2.3 gives for every
2 (µ) with spt f ⊂ G Q . Applying Theorem 2.5 and Remark 2.6 gives the result.
BIG PIECES GLOBAL T b
In this section we prove the "big pieces" global T b theorem for square functions which we needed above. For antisymmetric Calderón-Zygmund operators with some assumptions about the maximal truncation T # b this is by Nazarov-TreilVolberg (see also Theorem 5.1 in Tolsa's book [19] ).
For every w let T w be the union of the maximal dyadic cubes R ∈ D(w) for which ˆR b dσ < c acc σ(R).
We are also given a measurable set H ⊂ R n satisfying the following properties.
• There is δ 0 < 1 so that σ(H ∪ T w ) ≤ δ 0 σ(Q) for every w.
• Every ball B r of radius r satisfying σ(B r ) > C 0 r m satisfies B r ⊂ H.
• We have for some s > 0 the estimate
Then there is a measurable set G Q satisfying G Q ⊂ Q \ H and the following properties:
3.2.
Remark. Only the good lambda method (Theorem 2.5) and hence the main theorem (Theorem 1.4) require the x-continuity of s t i.e. (1.3) . Proposition 2.3 and the above Theorem 3.1 do not require it.
Proof of Theorem 3.1. We begin by suppressing our operator appropriately. Set
where 0 < λ 0 1 is large enough. Now simply definẽ
Notice that (s t ) t>0 is a measurable family of kernels satisfying (1.1) and (1.2), which is all we shall need in what follows. Now, V σ,Q (and similar objects) are defined in the natural way using the kernelss t . Then for any f we have
and from here we can easily read two key things about these suppressed operators. The first is that for any f we have
and the second is that
Finally, with a large enough choice of λ 0 we have (for every w) that σ(H ∪ T w ∪ S 0 ) ≤ δ 1 σ(Q) for some δ 1 < 1. Indeed,
At this point λ 0 1 can be fixed by demanding that it satisfies
whence we conclude that
We are now done with suppressing the operator. We will next define the set G Q . This is done by setting
and then defining
An argument by Nazarov-Treil-Volberg shows that σ(G Q ) σ(Q). Indeed, the argument goes as follows. Notice first that by (3.6) we have that
Since 1 − p 0 ≥ 0 everywhere, and
We conclude that
It remains to prove that
The key property of G Q is as follows. Suppose h ≥ 0 is any positive function. Then we have that
h(x) dσ(x).
We apply this as follows:
where again D 0 = D(0). Given w we then write
for every P ∈ D(w) satisfying ℓ(P ) ≥ 2 r ℓ(R). Here r 1 is a fixed large enough parameter, and γ := α/(2m + 2α). It is a standard fact by Nazarov-Treil-Volberg that given R ∈ D 0 we have that
for a large enough fixed r.
Using (3.7) we estimate
To be precise, for the following we would need the a priori finiteness of this term. However, this is easy to arrange in a multiple of ways, so we skip this technicality.
We may now conclude (using also that θ
We will now fix w, write D = D(w) and T = T w , and prove that (3.8)
This will then end the proof. The important property of the set T is that if R ∈ D and R ⊂ T then
while the important property of the set H is that if
It is useful to say that R ∈ D It is time to expand the function f in the grid D using b-adapted martingales only in the transit cubes P ∈ D
2) so that all P ∈ D satisfy P ⊂ P 0 . Without loss of generality we can assume that spt b ⊂ Q and spt f ⊂ Q. Define
(This is actually independent of w since it just equals E Q f , because spt σ ⊂ Q ⊂ P 0 ). For any cube P ∈ D tr define the function ∆ P f as follows:
where
Notice that P 0 ∈ D tr , since σ(P 0 ) = σ(Q) and every non-transit cube P has to satisfy σ(P ) ≤ σ(H ∪ T ) ≤ δ 0 σ(Q). It is easy to see that
e. and in L 2 (σ), and that
See e.g. Section 5.4.4 of [19] . It will be convenient to exploit notation by redefining on the largest level P 0 the operator ∆ P 0 f to be ∆ P 0 f + E P 0 f . Going back to (3.8) we see that we need to control
summation is split in to the following four pieces:
(1) P : ℓ(P ) < ℓ(R);
. For future need we set
The following estimate by Nazarov-Treil-Volberg is extremely useful
for every x P , y R ≥ 0. For an easy reference, see pp. 159-160 in [19] . In particular, we have that
The sums (1) and (2) are handled as follows. Notice that in (1) we have ℓ(P ) < ℓ(R) ≤ ℓ(P 0 ) so that´∆ P f dσ = 0. Therefore, using the y-Hölder fors t we get
In the case (2), the size estimate fors t yields
But this yields the same bound as in (3.9), since here
To see this, notice that it is obvious if d(P, R) ≥ ℓ(P ). In the opposite case note that d(P, R)
. This is seen by combining the facts that d(P, R) > ℓ(R) γ ℓ(P )
, γm + γα = α/2 and D(P, R) ℓ(P ). Thus, also in the case (2) the estimate (3.9) holds. The cases (1) and (2) are therefore under control via the estimate
The summation (3) is even easier. Using that P and R are both transit, t ∼ ℓ(R) ∼ ℓ(P ) and the size estimate fors t we see that
This can then easily be summed, since given R there are only finitely many P such that ℓ(P ) ∼ ℓ(R) and d(P, R) min(ℓ(P ), ℓ(R)).
We move on to the main term (4). For each R ∈ D tr 0 satisfying that R is D-good, R ⊂ P 0 and ℓ(R) < 2 −r ℓ(P 0 ) we let P R,k ∈ D, k ∈ {r, r + 1, . . . , log 2 [ℓ(P 0 )/ℓ(R)]}, be the unique D-cube satisfying that ℓ(P R,k ) = 2 k ℓ(R) and R ⊂ P R,k . Such a cube exists since R is D-good. Moreover, since R ⊂ H ∪ T then also P R,k ⊂ H ∪ T i.e.
. We see that we only need to prove that
Recalling that all P R,k , r ≤ k ≤ log 2 [ℓ(P 0 )/ℓ(R)] are transit, we see using a standard calculation that
Let us start deciphering this by proving that the term To have Π f 2 L 2 (σ) it is enough to verify the Carleson property of (a P ) P ∈D . To this end, let S ∈ D be arbitrary. We have that since V σ,Q b(x) 1 for every x ∈ spt σ by (3.5).
We are only left with some completely standard calculations (but we need to be slightly careful to use transitivity). So let us first control |B P R,k−1 θ (which follows since R is D-good). Since P R,k−1 ⊂ T we have |B P R,k−1 |σ(P R,k−1 )
Combining these estimates we get for (x, t) ∈ W R that (3.10) |B P R,k−1 θ σ t (1 R n \P R,k−1 b)(x)| 2 −αk/2 σ(P R,k−1 ) −1/2 ∆ P R,k f L 2 (σ) .
Let us still estimate | θ σ t (1 P R,k \P R,k−1 ∆ P R,k f )(x)| for (x, t) ∈ W R . Let S ∈ ch(P R,k ), S = P R,k−1 . We do not know whether this cube is transitive or not, but it shall not matter. Indeed, we just estimate
where we used that ℓ(S) = ℓ(P R,k−1 ), d(R, S) m+α ≥ ℓ(R) α/2 ℓ(S) α/2 ℓ(S) m and the transitivity of P R,k−1 , P R,k . So | θ σ t (1 P R,k \P R,k−1 ∆ P R,k f )(x)| satisfies the same estimate as in (3.10) .
We are done with the proof if we can control the summation 
